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UNICOL push the boundaries at Amsterdam’s final ISE.
British AV Mount Manufacturer, UNICOL, are pushing boundaries at Amsterdam’s final Integrated Systems
Europe (ISE) with a range of new and innovative products. Located in Hall 1 on Stand N115, guests to the stand
will be able to explore, interact and trial a range of new, standard and bespoke AV mounting solutions for
corporate, retail, education and transport sectors.

Officially launching on the stand will be UNICOL’s dedicated Microsoft Surface Hub 2S trolley. Designed to
expand on the extensive features already provided by the Microsoft Surface Hub 2S, this trolley utilises a
dedicated mount that caters for the built-in rotating screen mount and features an upright to 8o tilt
adjustment providing an optimal viewing angle at all times. Take advantage of the built in cable management
system, 4-way power socket and fold-down shelf that transforms this into a truly plug and play device, capable
of moving the solution from one room to another, thus making it easier to collaborate anywhere.

Expanding on the Obelisk Digital Signage System (ODSS), UNICOL will be displaying two new styles of the highly
adaptable kiosk/totem solution. The first, designed to accommodate the LG 86” stretch screen, is available as a
single sided, double sided or as a quad totem solution. Ensure that your content, branding and products are
seen from afar and from every angle with this new four-sided solution. Stepping away from the traditional
column kiosk design, UNICOL will also be showcasing their latest solution for double-sided screens, such as the
Samsung OMN-D and Dynascan DS range. An easy to assemble system that provides a sleek, dedicated finish
that is ideal for window displays.

ISE 2020 will also see the development of UNICOL’s popular Adapta-Wall and VertiSlide ranges. The popular
serviceable cassette range now includes a small and large ‘side-slide’ variation, giving installers and integrators
the option for removing an AV equipment tray from either side or from below. Whilst the installer friendly
pop-out mount range will see the introduction of a revised, smaller compact mount – with a frame size of just
410 x 300mm, and a heavy-duty variation – capable of supporting screens up to 75kg. Each product
development sees further improvement for the maintenance and serviceability of recessed screens, video
walls and general wall mounted displays.

Across the 4-day show, UNICOL’s specialised team will be on stand and readily available to demonstrate,
explain and help you with any standard, bespoke or new product – whether it is on or off the stand. Visitors to
the stand will also have the opportunity to extend their stay after ISE 2021, as UNICOL is offering the chance to
win a weekend break for two in Barcelona!
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David Jopling, Managing Director at UNICOL, comments; ‘We say goodbye to Amsterdam with fond memories,
the years that ISE has been there have been incredible, but we are making sure to go out with a bang!
Showcasing a range of new solutions, we look forward to seeing just as much passion, drive and enthusiasm
from our visitors as we usually do!’

To join us at ISE for FREE, use code 707137 when registering at www.iseurope.org. Alternatively, for more
information on products, custom projects or even just advice, get in touch via +44 (0)1865 767676 or visit
unicol.com.
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